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Meteo PRO system are state-of-art solutions used for measurement of meteorological parameters. They consist of supporting structures, on which appropriate meteorological sensors are installed, depending on the application.
Meteo PRO system delivers constantly such data, as: air and surface temperature, wind speed and direction, intensity and
type of precipitation, glaze frost and visibility.

ROAD BUILDING

AVIATION

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Thanks to data gathered by the Meteo
PRO early warning systems, drivers can
be warned about dangers concerning
bad weather. Thanks to this we are able
to increase the traffic safety levels.

Meteo PRO systems can easily be used
by maintenance crews that take care of
airport runways maintenance.

Quality and reliability of forecasts influences profitability and efficiency
of many projects concerned with renewable energy. Meteo PRO weather
systems deliver information about
particular locations or whole regions
for wind farms on land and sea, photovoltaic installations, as well as marine
current energy.

Atmospheric conditions are analysed
by Meteo PRO System and appropriately prepared information is send to
drivers via different means of communication, such as Variable Message
Signs or proper mobile application.

MARWIS

If there is any possibility of slippery runway due to weather conditions, warnings are generated and the maintenance
crew immediately reacts on their basis
and eliminates the possible threat.
Meteo PRO station can consist of dedicated weather sensors fit for airport
individual needs.

IRS31Pro

ARS31Pro

Acquired precise data, such as wind
speed, sun exposure or waves height
and intensity, allow to deliver precise
forecast of energy production.
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AGRICULTURE
Meteo PRO systems are superb for
monitoring weather conditions and
work perfectly with many PPM prognosis models for agriculture, orchard
and vegetable.
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METEO SENSORS
We are authorized representative
of company:
G. Lufft Mess- und Regeltechnik GmbH
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APM PRO sp. z o.o.
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